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Book Descriptions:

Crayola easel manual

Alaska and Hawaii are excluded from this offer. We are unable to ship to US Territories and APO or
FPO military address at this time. All orders placed with a P.O. Box as the ship to address will ship
via Federal Express SmartPost 46 business days. Orders with items on back order are held until they
can be shipped complete. After processing time, please allow 23 business days for Express delivery.
Orders are shipped and delivered on business days only MondayFriday excluding major holidays. No,
it is magnetic on the whiteboard side only. Crayola AntiDust White Chalk. This multifaceted easel is
dual sided, with both dry erase and chalkboard surfaces. A handy rollout dispenser lets kids create
on paper as well. Storage on the shelf and in the pots helps keep supplies organized. The adjustable
height allows the easel to grow as the kids do. Not for children under 3 yrs. Otherwise, the easel has
been fine. Its adjustable to height and includes cups for holding markers, crayons, paint etc. I love
the paper roll for creating larger pictures. The magnets are tiny. Otherwise we are happy with it.
The quality and functionality are great! Great value. Get crafts, coloring pages, lessons, and more!
Sign Up. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t
share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others.
To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon packaging at checkout. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon
packaging at checkout. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again later.Please note we
recommend using Crayola antidust white chalk sold separately.Show details. Sold by A2z Buy and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment.Register a free business account Full content visible, double tap to
read brief content. Please try your search again later.This doublesided easel features dry erase and
chalkboard easel surfaces. A handy rollout dispenser lets kids create paper as
well.http://chrmglobal.com/userfiles/ford-fiesta-service-manual-2004.xml

crayola easel manual, crayola easel manual, crayola easel manual pdf, crayola easel
manual download, crayola easel manual free, crayola easel manual instructions.
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Storage on the shelf and in the pots helps keep art supplies organized, and the adjustable height
allows the easel to grow as the kids do. Makes a great holiday or birthday gift for kids. Ideal for ages
4 and up.Click here to make a request to customer service.Not for children under 3 years. To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. There is a
magnetic whiteboard, a chalkboard, a tray with cups for painting, and a roller for hanging a paper
roll. PROS Whiteboard is very smooth and erases well Whiteboard is magnetic Chalkboard works
well The tray is heavy duty enough to hold heavy items The height is adjustable so it can grow with
your kid CONS At the lowest height setting, the stability of the easel isnt the best around kids.The
description states it’s nontoxic and safe, however the box has it written across the outside. I will be
returning it. I know so many products and our homes have formaldehyde however if I can prevent 1
more toxic product coming into my home the better, especially if my children are going to spend so
much time with it.After hours of mind boggling research, I settled on the Crayola
easel.Manufacturers info says good for kids 412. My 7 yr old would have to bend down to paint on
this. The picture of the 2 kids painted should give you an idea of how big it is. They look to be about
preschool age and that easel is fully extended. It’s sturdy and has great features but I don’t think a
child older than 5ish would really find it comfortable to use.I want to teach him to balance and I
want to guide him towards this balance so I bought this. He LOVES it. He draws on the chalkboard
and write on the whiteboard I dont let him use the paper yet for
paints.lol.http://dochoiotovn.com/uploads/userfiles/ford-fiesta-service-and-repair-manual-pdf.xml
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All I can say is that this is a really nice item. Its a quality, solid, well made product and has been
serving him greatly since I got it for him. The tray under the board is handy for leaving his crayons
and markers within reach. He spends a lot less time on the electronic devices now.The wooden
frame has a consistency of balsa wood, and is very flimsy. Whomever assembled it at the factory did
a really terrible job as the easel is full of defects from over torquing the hardware. I would have
returned it but I would not have had a replacement by Christmas. A broken easel is better than no
easel I suppose. Steer clear of this one if possible.There are a few screws about 6, I think and an
Allan wrench but it’s fairly painless. One person can do it. As far as how my kid likes the toy and the
quality of it, everything is very good. The adjustable heights are a really nice touch. You can’t go
wrong that it’s double sided either. This will be a toy we can enjoy for years to come. I only wish
they included some dry erase markers and chalk.I added the picture about formaldehyde because
someone else mentioned it. I think they may have misunderstood the label. It says it is complaint for
formaldehyde.My only problem one of the glidecuts in the adjustable legs had not been cut all the
way, so I had to do some of my own drilling in order to raise it the other three legs were cut
perfectly. Besides that, this is a great product. The paper roll sits nicely on top and can be slid
through to two guides in order to secure it, and the cups are sturdy and seal well. The only reason
why Im not giving it 5 stars is for the glitch in the leg which was easily fixed.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again For the price, if i knew this today and paid better attention to
what Im buying I would 100000% take a different brand do your research, there are items like this
just as nice from other brands that come with a load of paint, brushers markers magnets erasers etc.

Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Finish on the woodwork was damaged in
numerous spots. The three major spots that were able to be seen in photographs are attached, but
others also were seen. For the price of this item and with the name Crayola attached to it, I expected
better. It would have been returned, but since this was during the Covid19 pandemic, it was not
worth it. However, my granddaughter does enjoy it and uses it. I just expected that the product
quality would be better for the price and the company name attached to it. I was disappointed in the
product.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It arrived quickly, was quite easy to set
up. It seems sturdy enough to stand up to a lot of use by a busy preschooler. Fun!Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sturdy for her and the chalk must taste really good because she
wont stop eating it until we take it away! Good buy!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by,
and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because
your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in
order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with saving your items for later. You can



go to cart and save for later there.Surfaces are easy to wipe clean. It features an EZ foldaway design
and includes one eraser and 77 magnetic letters and numbers. About This Item WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD Children Under 3 This toy is not suitable for ages under 3 years. It contains one
or more of the following items marbles; small ball; or small parts. We aim to show you accurate
product information. Manufacturers,Each board includes a large paper clip. Surfaces are easy to
wipe clean.

https://labroclub.ru/blog/boss-me-6-user-manual-0

Not for children under 3 yrs. Here are some features worth noting. The height of this easel
measuring from work space to the floor is 3 feet 2 inches 97 cm. It is perfect for my 2.5 year old, and
is a pretty good height for my 4.5 year old. We also got a chair for my taller child to sit on and she
was very comfortable. The work space is long and low, so it would be perfect for even younger
children to reach. The dryerase side is magnetic and works well with a variety of magnetic learning
tools in addition to the magnetic letters included with this product. We have some magnetic pictures
of boys and girls that we have used, creating scenery with dryerase markers and arranging the
magnetic figures to create a story. For additional educational uses, you could create flash cards for
prereading and early readers to put on the board and have them copy by arranging the magnetic
letters or practice writing with dryerase markers. The markers appear very clearly on the board and
are easy to clean off. The chalkboard side of this easel is not magnetic in case anyone else was
wondering. The instructions for care of the board say not to use sidewalk chalk because its material
is more abrasive. When we opened it, we didnt have any of the proper chalk and only had the
sidewalk chalk and can report that in the shortterm if your children accidentally use the wrong kind
of chalk it will not ruin the board. It doesnt show any noticeable scratches and is still easy to clean
off. For optimal performance of your chalkboard, definitely follow the manufacturers instructions
and recommendations. But if you children use the wrong kind of chalk on it, the product is of good
quality and durable. Nothing will be ruined. We have used the dryerase crayons on both sides of the
board and they work great. Honestly, this is a great product. I get tired of letting my children zone
out on electronic devices and this easel provides them with the opportunity to create and have fun
on their own.
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It also provides for a fun platform for learning. See more Reviewed by fell0wsh0pper fell0wsh0pper
Top 1000 contributor Spark Reviewer Helpful. Yes 24 No 7 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars
62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Great place for creativity. It seems kind of silly that it doesnt come
with chalk or dry erase pens, seeing as how Crayola makes them. But if I were to get this toy again I
would make sure to get both pens and chalk before I take the toy home to be able to use it
completely. The dry erase board is fun to arrange magnets on, and very useful with a child learning
to count, or spell. Its also really fun to draw on, and I have found that a simple baby wipe works
wonders on keeping it clean as it can be. The chalkboard has to be seasoned before use when you
coat it one way, and then the other, then wipe off but other than that its super simple. It even has
some yellow clips on each side of the boards that allow you to clip paper to draw on that too. Expect
to make lots of art on this awesome toy. See more Reviewed by Tatt2edtears06 Tatt2edtears06
Spark Reviewer Top 100 contributor Helpful. Yes 17 No 7 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars
62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Creative and Inexpensive FUN. It is sturdy for two children to play
on simultaneously and features four deep shelf pockets to store markers, letters, crayons, paint, and
chalk. My nephew, Coley, loves this easel set and is learning to spell out words with the magnetic
letters. He loves to draw with Crayola markers on the dry erase board, or, on sheets of paper held by
the large paper clip, which has one on each side. He even lets one of his sisters draw on the
chalkboard while he is creating his masterpieces on the dry erase board. This easel folds away flat
when not in use under a bed or in a closet. The chalkboard requires Crayola chalk and to be
seasoned before use. Both boards clean easily, and, are ideal for clipping art paper and using
Crayola washable paints.

https://mariamsagir.com/images/columbia-cl-5023-manual.pdf
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Coley even uses the dry erase board to play games with his sisters and playmates like TicTacToe and
PinTheTailOnTheDonkey using the magnetic letters to hold the donkey. Would highly recommend
this easel set to any of your little budding artists. You can purchase Crayola markers and crayons,
Crayola chalk and washable paints pretty reasonably at Walmart for use with this easel. Only the
magnetic letters and numbers and an eraser is furnished with this inexpensive toy.Rubberized pads
work the best. See more Reviewed by pauldar pauldar Top 1000 contributor Spark Reviewer
Helpful. Yes 15 No 1 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Kids
love it. November 11, 2014 Our kids love creating and learning with this easel. It is brightly colored
and is a very inviting toy to use. It takes about three minutes to assemble the easel and it is made of
extremely durable plastic. My three year old decided to sit on the storage cups and it didnt break. It
has been sat on, knocked over, and leaned on and it survived it all! This two sided easel is for use
with chalk and dry erase markers. Neither is included so you may want to purchase these as well if
you plan to give as a gift. It does come with magnetic letters and numbers dry erase board is
magnetic too and also an eraser. The easel folds for easy storage and is very lightweight. This is
something I wasnt aware of or heard of doing until I read the enclosed directions. I wish the clips
used to hold the paper to the chalk and dry erase boards were made to endure a bit more pulling; my
preschooler was using the clip to hold her artwork while working and the paper kept sliding out.
This is my only complaint with this product. Overall I am very satisfied with the easel and think
Crayola did a great job with it. See more Reviewed by ksbest ksbest Spark Reviewer Top 500
contributor Helpful. Yes 5 No 2 Report Average Rating 5.

0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Toddler Approved February 27, 2020 My 2.5 year
old loves it! Comes with a small but sturdy eraser and plenty of small magnets. Set up was super
easy and you can hear the cubbies and sides snap into place securely. I would recommend buying
some chalk and dry erase markers as this doesnt come with any. Still a fantastic deal for the price
and I feel like the magnets will keep him entertained until the rest of the supplies we ordered for it
arrive. I included a photo for size reference. See more Reviewed by Rachel Rachel Helpful. Yes 0 No
0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Great easel we love it
April 22, 2020 Sturdy, nice looking, great size for my 2 year old grandson but will work for years he
cant reach the top yet. We are very happy with this easel and he loves it for drawing and the
magnetic side. Only downside was the letters included are very small with tiny chokeable magnets in
hard plastic. We just use our larger foam letters that we already owned. See more Reviewed by
Patricia Patricia Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62
reviews Nice addition to baby room. November 29, 2014 As a mom, its important to have lots of
educational and fun toys for our little one to learn. Lets get into this amazing 3in1 magnetic board.



From delivery, I was surprised at how lightweight and easy it was to put this up. The board already
comes assembled, which is a huge plus. You just put the two yellow stands up on the side and youre
all set. The board came with 4 yellow holders, to hold markers, the magnets, and chalk. What is
really great about this is that it comes with the magnetic letters, the only thing you have to buy is
the chalk or dry erase markers. Its a lovely size, so it fit perfectly in the corner of my sons room and
we have a lot of fun making words and drawing pictures.

https://chicagohalo.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16287322b1cfc
8---cagiva-cucciolo-125-manual.pdf

The actual boards to not come off although it looks like it does due to the clipboard. The dry erase
board is super easy to clean, I used a cloth and no cleaning products. The chalkboard is easy as well,
because the set comes with a eraser for the chalk board and dry erase section. Overall, Id definitely
recommend, itd make for a nice gift. See more Reviewed by MariMomxx MariMomxx Helpful. Yes 4
No 1 Report Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Great introduction to
various artistic mediums November 15, 2014 This is perfect for either a child that has very little
experience with using different art materials for play, or for one that already enjoys such things. In
my case, my little girl is only 23 months old, so she is not yet familiar with using chalk and dry erase
markers just yet, but still loves this easel already. The magnetic dry erase board provides a great
surface for the included colorful magnets 77 of them, so that is what currently has captured her
attention. The magnets are not only of letters and numbers, but include some math symbols as well,
and come in five vibrant colors purple, green, yellow, orange, and pink. These are perfect for
developing math and spelling skills, as well as artistic expression. This particular set only comes
with an eraser for both chalk and dry erase markers and the magnets, so be aware that the chalk,
paper, and dry erase markers themselves will have to be purchased separately to use. There are
other package sets that can be purchased that do include paper and chalk. According to the
instructions, the dry erase board is not made to be used with permanent or washable markers and
the chalk side is not made to use with sidewalk chalk, or anything that is not calcium carbonate
based.

BAIDUVPN.COM/upload/files/canon-imageclass-d760-copier-manual.pdf

Both sides include a clip at the top to attach paper to create pictures on the easel, but to avoid any
damage to either board, I would definitely recommend using thick and long paper to cover the entire
board surface, that will not bleed through or scratch the board underneath during use. It might be
better just to use as display clips for pictures created elsewhere. The easel itself is fairly lightweight
and really easy to assemble once you separate the tightly stacked bins apart right out of the box. The
easel can easily slide on smooth surfaces, so I would recommend using on either a rug or carpeting.
The four yellow bins two on each side that easily attach are pretty deep, so they can definitely hold a
lot of materials, which is great. Overall this easel a nice toy to grow into and should provide several
years of entertainment and use. See more Reviewed by ccsakura ccsakura Spark Reviewer Helpful.
Yes 7 No 5 Report Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62 reviews Very nice for
arts and crafts!! December 9, 2014 I love this Crayola easel, I think every kid should own an easel.
This is an excellent product for your little artist. This easel is made of plastic which makes it easy to
clean off. This is great for painting considering it has the clips to hold the paper in place, which
gives it a place to dry. It also comes with 77 magnets which are great for your little learner. It gives
them the ability to try and spell words and also use the numbers to try out addition and subtraction
if they are at that age. This easel can provide lots of time for arts and crafts. Little children love craft
time. Weve used this to make Thanksgiving and Christmas keepsakes for the grandparents, aunts,
and uncles. It comes in handy for many of our craft needs. This is an excellent addition to our home.
I would definitely recommend this easel to my family and friends with young children.

https://chicagohalo.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16287322b1cfc8---cagiva-cucciolo-125-manual.pdf
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This easel doesnt take up too much space and also folds down for storage when not in use. This is a
bonus when you dont have a lot of extra space to spare such as us. I can hide it away for another day
when we are done using it. I give this product an A. See more Reviewed by aspoon86 aspoon86
Spark Reviewer Helpful. Yes 9 No 3 Report Average Rating 3.0 out of 5 stars 62 ratings, based on 62
reviews Boarded up June 19, 2015 This is a great learning tool for our little one. It was a good height
for him to stand and play. He thoroughly enjoyed the magnetic letters and numbers. They were
colourful and bright and there was enough for him to make some words and start to learn how to
spell. The trays on each side were a nice addition as it allowed for him to store his chalk and pens
and letters when he wasnt using them. He also used the tray to store his snacks and small drink in
between. The only downside for me was that the board did not come with some chalk and a pen,
which I had to purchase separately. It would have been even better as a starter if it had come with
some chalk and pen to use right away. Great learning tool See more Reviewed by PS3playa PS3playa
Top 1000 contributor Spark Reviewer Helpful. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to
share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please contact
customer service directly. The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the
date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for
products, as well as covering delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart
Protection Plan after your purchase in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. Should the product no
longer be covered by your Purchase Receipt, or should you have any questions pertaining to our
product, please call our Toll Free Customer Service for assistance.

Keep a copy of the UPC Code with proof of purchase receipt for any future Warranty Service. A
Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add a Plan.All
Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference
number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at
Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or
distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact
Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Shop
ShopMessage Classic home. Comfortable cost. Shop ShopMessage The best of modern, priced for
real life. One side is a chalkboard surface while the other is a light up surface for gel FX markers. Go
big with your glow creations with 10 light up sequences with the touch of a button. Maximum Height
Top to Bottom 40 Overall Width Side to Side 19.8 Overall Product Weight 8.6lb. Bought this for my
grandbabies for Christmas. They havent stopped creating. They LOVE IT. Adjust the easel to three
different height levels to accomodate artists of all sizes. Quick and easy assembly is required for this
compact and storable easel. Features a real wood frame, easy twist knobs, paper roll and supply
tray. Check out our U Play Wall Easel for the ultimate addition to your. Minimum Height Top to
Bottom 41.88 Maximum Height Top to Bottom 47.63 Overall Width Side to Side 17 Overall Product
Weight 11.45lb. Nice! Got it for my 8 year old who loves to draw and play teacher. Shes pretty tall
and this was a good height for her.

When young artists are ready to create paint, pencil, crayon and marker masterpieces, all mom and
dad have to do is pull a sheet of paper. Maximum Height Top to Bottom 45 Overall 30.5 W x 21.25 D
Overall Product Weight 35.27lb. This came with splits in the wood making it impossible to get the
screws to screw in properly. It was a gift for my daughter that we were not able to attempt to
assemble until Christmas Eve. The height is fully adjustable to different levels, encouraging artists
young and old. The chalk inside is dustfree chalk, which is more and safer and can avoid a child’s
inhalation of dust. Some easy assembly required for this compact and easily storable easel. Made
from wood sourced from environmentally sustainably sourced forests. Minimum Height Top to
Bottom 43.7 Maximum Height Top to Bottom 51.19 Overall 26.18 W x 24.8 D Overall Product Weight



14.3lb. Best purchase ever! Easy to follow directions pictures and quality product made putting this
together in a fast 15 minutes. Barely got the last screw in all with a provided Allen wrench before
the girls went right to work on it. Dry erase board on one side, chalkboard on the other. Provided
roll of paper makes it easy to cut off a sheet and position it on the clipboard. First class durable
product. Sturdy. The paint containers fit into perfect grooves so they don’t move as children pain.
Clips and paint trays included. Minimum Height Top to Bottom 46 Maximum Height Top to Bottom
46 Overall 25.5 W x 20 D Overall Product Weight 62lb. This childrens doublesided art easel comes
with a white board and chalkboard for double the fun. Little ones will enjoy displaying their
oneofakind artwork on the large art clips included. This sturdy, artistic play set encourages kiddos to
creativity and allows for them to develop fine motor skills through drawing, writing and coloring.
When art time is over, little. Easel panel is a white marker board and can be used with dry erase
markers.

Features noslide rubber bumper feet and easel trays that hold 4 paint pots with lids, sold separately.
Includes 4 easel clips. Maximum Height Top to Bottom 22.63 Overall 21.625 W x 23 D Overall
Product Weight 14lb. Features cross rails for extra stability and locking metal stay arms to hold the
easel open. Panels can be adjusted individually at any increment. The custom designed rubber feet
prevent easel from sliding. The 2position blue trays adjust without removing the easel pane or the
frame. Sold separately. Some assembly required. Minimum Height Top to Bottom 44.5 Maximum
Height Top to Bottom 44.5 Overall 24 W x 26.625 D Overall Product Weight 24lb. This easel is
available in multiple finishes that you can choose from as per your preference. Made out of wood,
this easel has a sturdy and durable construction. It has two paint cup holds that prevent the paint
from spilling. The Deluxe Wood Easel by KidKraft has a paper dispenser that effectively holds the art
paper and can be refilled when required. It has a whiteboard and chalkboard so that it. Maximum
Height Top to Bottom 48 Overall 24 W x 25.5 D Overall Product Weight 26.4lb. Very easy to set up.
There ample space between the easels and on the shelves. The removable tabletop easels mount
securely to the base. WritenWipe easel panels are standard. Minimum Height Top to Bottom 45
Maximum Height Top to Bottom 45 Overall 49.5 W x 20 D Overall Product Weight 102lb. I bought
this for a kindergarten classroom. It is well designed and keeps everything organized. This twosided
easel for kids features three different drawing surfaces a chalkboard on one side, a magnetic
dryerase whiteboard on the other, and a pulldown paper roll on top 33 feet of paper included. Just
the right height for growing artists, these kids easel encourages creativity and allows little ones to
develop their fine motor skills through painting, drawing, coloring, and writing. The. Maximum
Height Top to Bottom 40.75 Overall 21.63 W x 20.

5 D Overall Product Weight 20.28lb. My daughter loves her new art easel. We love that it has the roll
of paper, the dry erase board, and the chalk board perfect for your little artist to create their
masterpieces. This easel is made of premium quality plastic, which ensures that it is sturdy and
durable. The All Around Easel For Two by Step2 can be quickly set up and folded down making it
convenient to use. The storage tray is sufficiently sized for storing stationary. It includes 94 foam
magnetic letters and a symbol kit. The easel has a paper clip that securely holds on to. Maximum
Height Top to Bottom 41.5 Overall 22.2 W x 20 D Overall Product Weight 9.75lb. My baby loves it
and she enjoys it especially the abc’s that she puts on to the board.she also start learning to draw..
Whatever your artists mood, this portable drawing board has the tools to express it. Comes with
three sticks of colored chalk, a dryerase marker, plus 36 magnetic letters and numbers. Featuring a
cute silhouette of Minnie on top, it includes a magnetic character puzzle, alphabet magnets and two
fabric bins underneath, so your child can store chalk, markers and all their works of art. Made of
durable hardwood, the easel features a magnetic dryerase board on one side and a chalkboard on
the other. On top, the role of paper can be pulled down and secured with magnets to paint and draw.
The convenient storage tray is the perfect place to keep the included accessories three paint cups,
colorful chalk, dryerase marker, six magnets, and erasers. When finished, the easel folds up for.



Made of square wire metal, this easel features black and gold painted accents and adjustable
brackets. The height can be adjusted up and down. This is the perfect item to display whiteboards,
chalkboards, posters, and paintings. It can be used in the studio, as a tabletop painting easel,
outdoor in the field, or to display art, canvas paintings, etc. It can hold up to 18 lbs. Some assembly
required.
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